Perceptual context and the selective attention effect on auditory event-related brain potentials.
Two experiments examined the effect of the perceptual context established through tonal grouping on neuroelectric responses during selective listening. Subjects monitored one of the extreme pitches in four-pitch tone sequences and detected rare longer tones of the designated pitch. In the first study, tonal grouping was manipulated by changing the tonal separation between the extreme pitches and their nearest neighbor, keeping the extreme pitches constant. Grouping increased the negativity of the attended-unattended difference potential. A second study examined the effect of grouping on the attention-related negativity when it opposed the effect of physical similarity. The proximity of extreme pitches varied, keeping the middle pitches constant. The effect of grouping on event-related potentials (ERPs) for the middle pitches was varied according to the tone being attended. ERPs for the middle tone adjacent to the attended tone became more negative with grouping, whereas ERPs for the distant middle tone became less negative with grouping. These effects suggest that the attention-related negativity is sensitive to contextual information.